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Structural design requirements for flexible culverts are available in several international bridge design codes. Examples are the Canadian (CHBDC), the American
(AASHTO) and the Swedish (TRVK Bro 112). The designation “flexible culvert” may
today be somewhat misleading. The word culvert is usually associated with small pipes
in road embankments. However, over the years flexible culverts have grown bigger and
a more proper designation would be bridges. Therefore, these structures are often also
referred to as Soil-Steel Composite Bridges or just Soil-Steel Bridges. With this development also new and more stringent requirements on the structural design follows. In
this paper key aspects of a holistic design approach based on the authors experience on
the essentials of flexible culvert structural design3 are outlined and is compared to the
current design approaches in the CHBDC and the TRVK Bro 11. However, this paper
will provide insight into how the holistic design topics are addressed in current design
codes and future research and development.
Key words: Flexible Culvert, Soil‒Steel Composite Bridge, Canadian Highway Bridge
Design Code, TRVK Bro 11, Swedish Design Method

1. INTRODUCTION
General
Corrugated flexible steel pipes are often used in road and highway construction. By dividing the pipe into several curved plates and bolting those together at
1
2
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The structural design requirements in the Swedish Bridge Code TRVK Bro 11 are
based on the Eurocode. For the structural design of flexible culverts TRVK Bro 11 refers to [4].
Note that this paper discusses structural design requirements only. Requirements
related to the geometrical design, hydraulic design, durability, construction activities
etc. also included in international bridge codes are not included in the paper.
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the construction site the problem of transporting larger structures could be overcome and the concept of multi-plate structures was born. This new concept, first
introduced in the 1930’s, made larger spans possible and today structures with
spans over 20 m are being built.
Larger span flexible pipes or culverts as they are often referred to, have been
used not only for water passages through road embankments but also frequently
as bridges to carry roads or railways. In Figure 1 a 12 m span box culvert used as
a road bridge in Sweden is shown. In many instances roads or railways are also
carried through the culvert itself.
This development naturally set the focus on the structural design of the larger structures. The term flexible culvert is today somewhat misleading and these
structures are instead often referred to as Soil-Steel Composite Bridges or just
Soil-Steel Bridges.

Figure 1. 12 m span box culvert in the northern part of Sweden built in 2008.

The Ring Compression Method
As early as the 1940’s the concept of flexible pipe supported by a surrounding soil mass was introduced. Through research and field experience of many
successful culvert installations, ref. [1], it was clear that flexible culverts carry
the load mainly through compression forces in the culvert wall. The conduit acts
as a compression ring using the surrounding soil as support. Once this principle
was established it was clear for designers and researchers that the quality of the
surrounding soil is crucial for a well performing culvert installation. The soil
should therefore be of high quality and frictional soil is the preferred choice for
culvert bed, backfilling and cover soils.
Based on the experience and research available at that time White & Layer [2] introduced the ring-compression concept. White and Layer understood that
the corrugated flexible metal conduit, achieves its load carrying capacity by interaction with the surrounding soil. When a load is applied at the top of the culvert, the top sinks and the sides move outwards and a soil pressure is mobilized.
White and Layer realized that a well confined flexible ring is capable of carrying
large concentrated loads and that effective compaction making the soil surround-
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ing the pippe stiff, givees an excellennt support fo
or the structurre to carry looad mainly
through ring compresssion, althouugh they reco
ognized the need for bennding moment capaacity to bridgge unevenneess in soil sup
pport, low heeight of coveer installations and handling stifffness.
The riing-compression conceptt is illustrated
d in Figure 2.
2

Figure 2. When confinned the flexible ring carries both large disstributed as weell as concentrated loads. Unsuppported the loaad carrying caapacity is low, White & Layyer (1960),
ref. [2]

The riing-compression conceptt is normally
y used in inteernational coddes for the
verificatioon of the strructural capaacity of flexible culvertss. The devellopment in
span, conduit shapes, height of coover, size, weeight and typpe of the livee loads, the
topographhy of the connstruction sitee, etc. have naturally
n
incrreased the deemands on
the structuural design methods
m
to coover structurres that can meet
m these treends.
Structuraal design cod
des for flexible culverts in Canada and Sweden
n
In Cannada the Onttario Highwaay Bridge Deesign Code (OHBDC)
(
w
was first introduced in 1979 wheere it includded a section
n for the dessign of flexiible buried
culverts and
a was prim
marily basedd on the rin
ng compresssion theory. The 2000
CHBDC integrated
i
annd supersedeed the OHBD
DC. The currrent edition iis the 2014
CHBDC [3].
[
In Sw
weden a desiggn methodology for flexible culvertss was first prresented in
2000. Thee current edittion was pressented in 2014 [4]. As inn the OHBDC
C/CHBDC
the ring-ccompression theory is used
u
as the basic
b
designn methodology. In the
Swedish bridge
b
code [5] the Swedish Transpo
ort Administtration requiire this design methhodology to be used in thhe design off flexible cullverts4. For ffurther details in thee developmeent of the Sw
wedish design
n methodologgy (SDM), seee [6].
Both the Canadiaan and Sweddish design methodologiies are basedd on limit
state desiign approachhes and contain design approaches resulting in well performing structures.

4

In Swedden flexible culvverts are referreed to as Soil-Steel Composite Bridges.
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It is important to note that even if the requirements in the Canadian and
Swedish design methodologies for flexible culverts are principally the same, the
different requirements are formulated differently.
This paper discusses some development trends known to the authors and
how these trends are covered in the buried structure structural design codes in
Canada and Sweden.
It is noted that this paper focuses on the structural design; construction related aspects and requirements are not discussed. Additionally, the important aspect of the environmental impact (from fabrication, construction, maintenance
and end-of life) is not included in this paper but needs to be considered in the
choice between different structure options. Other important aspects that need to
be taken into account when designing flexible culverts and other types of bridges
are resilience or robustness against, for example, a hydraulic event.
In Canada and Sweden requirements for the design of bridge and tunnel
structures including flexible culverts are given in several codes and standards
with references between them. These codes and standards are to be read together. Examples being loads and load factors, materials and material factors, steel
and concrete standards, standards for backfill soil quality and compaction, requirements for scour protection, protection against soil migration etc.
Overall design in the preliminary, planning stages is not covered in this paper. Here several questions need to be answered for example how to meet the
different requirements of the particular bridge site and achieve a sustainable and
a resilient design for different unforeseen events.

2. SOME STRUCTURAL DESIGN ASPECTS
General
The structural design methods for flexible culverts used in bridge codes in
Canada and Sweden are based on the same general ring-compression principle.
Like White & Layer [2], the need for bending moment capacity is recognized
and to enable calculation of bending moments from backfilling and live load,
also the principles in the so called Soil Culvert Interaction (SCI) method (compare [7] and [8] respectively) are included in both design methodologies. Similarly, the corrugated wall buckling capacity is based on the same general principle in both methodologies. The stiffness of the surrounding engineered frictional
soil is expressed as a function of the soil gradation and degree of compaction in
both design methodologies.
Full scale tests
Full scale testing is very important for understanding the behaviour of the
flexible culvert structure under load. This is especially true for the behaviour in
the ultimate limit state. Tests including loading the structure to failure are there-
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fore important. In Figure 3 a box culvert full scale test is shown. After measurements using the three axle truck shown in the figure, the structure was loaded to
failure.

Fig. 3: Full scale test. Truck loading of an 8 m span box culvert

Several full scale tests having relatively large spans and including loading to
failure have been performed in Europe and North-America in recent years. It is
the recommendation of the authors that the results of these tests are reported in a
coherent manner forming a platform for further development and refinements of
current design methodologies.
Conduit shapes
The conduit or arch shape/profile is important for adapting the structure to
different requirements at a specific bridge site. One example, the so called pipe
arch, is shown in Figure 4. However, full scale measurements clearly show that
the shape influences the forces in the culvert wall, compare for example ref. [9].

Figure 4. Pipe arch shape. The pipe arch shape is defined by three radii

A structural design methodology therefore need to be able to cover most of
the commonly used profiles.
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In SD
DM, ref. [4], the design methodology
y is developped in such a way that
flatter typpe of profiless (for example the box cu
ulvert, Figurre 5) are coveered in the
design eqquations by introducing a geometry factor to thhe SCI equaations. The
design meethodology therefore
t
difffer somewhaat from the CHBDC
C
appproach [3],
which utiilizes refinedd analysis (F
FEM) to dettermine sectiional forces for flatter
profiles.

Figuree 5. The finishhed steel structture of a box culvert.
c

New shapes/profiles will sureely be develloped in the future. It iss therefore
veloped to innclude new pprofiles, as
suggestedd that a well--defined proccedure is dev
they appeear, in the dessign equationns available today.
t
Deflection
ns and deforrmations
Conduuits are flexible and expperience defo
formations duuring backfiilling. It is
importantt that the bacckfilling is peerformed in a symmetrical and controolled manner, see Figure
F
6. The peaking exxperienced during
d
backffilling may rreduce the
height of cover (especcially when the cover is small) in thhe permanentt structure.
When dessigning the bridge,
b
for example
e
deciiding on the foundation elevations
etc., this aspect
a
shouldd be taken innto consideraation.

Figure 6.
Conduitt deflections during
d
backfillling Left: unsyymmetrical baackfilling
may causee he culvert to move in an uncontrolled
u
manner.
m
Right:: symmetrical backfilling
will caause the culveert to peak, fro
om CSPI (20002), [1].

Guidaance for the calculation
c
o live load deflections
of
d
is not given inn either the
CHBDC or
o SDM.
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Settlements in the connecting road embankments being bigger than the settlements in the structure need to be carefully evaluated based on geotechnical borings
since they may lead to so called negative arching with more load being transferred
to the structure. Both CHBDC and SDM account for negative arching.
Other types of deformations need to be considered. For example the conduit
may need camber in the longitudinal direction to compensate for long-term settlements which may reduce the free room in the culvert or the area available for
water running through the conduit.
From a structural design point of view settlements in the longitudinal direction of the fill above the conduit or of the conduit itself may lead to increased
shear forces on the bolts in the connections as well as increased load effects in
culvert footings (for arch/open shapes/profiles). FEM-analysis may be used to
determine the forces and reactions in a more refined way.
Beveled ends (cut ends)
In most designs the conduit has beveled ends comforming to the shape of the
road embankment. In Figure 7 an example of this is shown. Many codes have
requirements for allowed geometries for the conduit ends. Further advancing the
design criteria for bevelled ends can for example be helpful in developing designs where the flexible culvert is not perpendicular to the road line.

Figure 7. Flexible culvert having beveled ends

Design calculations where FEM is used can help in this respect. Using 3D
FEM will make the design more complicated but the effect on the structure can
be analyzed in more detail if deemed necessary, for example in unsymmetric
cases.
Traffic (live) load
Live load may have a significant effect on the conduit, especially in low
height of cover installations, Figure 8.
The way to evaluate the normal force and bending moment induced by live
loads is well defined in both the Canadian and Swedish design methodologies. In
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the Swediish design methodology
m
the higher stiffness
s
of thhe soil in thee serviceability lim
mit state is taaken into acccount when
n evaluating the live loaad induced
forces. Inn addition, thhe Swedish design
d
meth
hodology takkes the geom
metrical aspect of the conduit (raatio of crownn radius to siide radius) innto consideraation when
evaluatingg load effectss.
The design
d
live looad for roadd bridges in the
t Eurocoddes (LM1) innclude two
300 kN axxles spaced at
a 1,2 m (in addition
a
to an
n evenly disttributed loadd). Dynamic load alllowance is inncluded. Thee Canadian CL-625
C
trafficc load with a total load
of 625 kN
N is divided on
o 5 axles haaving a distaance betweenn the first annd last axle
of 18 m. The load shhould be inccreased by th
he dynamic load allowaance. Even
after increeasing the looad by the dynamic
d
load
d allowance, the differennce in load
effect on the
t conduit wall
w is signifficant.
To thiis the Eurocoode requires that two axles should be moved cloose to each
other (in the
t transverse direction) further
f
increaasing the loaad effect on tthe conduit
wall. The difference inn load effect because
b
of th
he requiremennt is shown iin [4].

Figure 8. Principles foor live load beending momen
nts introducedd in the corruggated wall

In Figgure 8, pleasee note the beending momeents created by
b the live looad having
regions where
w
they arre positive and
a negative. Since the live
l
load bennding moments shoould be addeed to the bending momen
nts introduced by the soill (backfilling) load when normaal force - bennding momeent interactioon criteria aree checked,
the bendinng moment from
f
the livee load may ad
dd to the bennding momennt from the
soil load.
In [4], checking thhe structure in the servicceability limiit state includdes checking that thhe structure does not yieeld. This criterion is incluuded becausse repeated
yielding in
i bridge struuctures undeer service lo
oad is not accepted in thhe Swedish
bridge dessign code.
Fatigue
In dessigns with a low height of
o cover the live load (trraffic) will, iin addition
to the normal force, introduce beending mom
ments in the culvert walll affecting
both the corrugated steel wall ittself and thee bolted connnections beetween the
plates, Figgure 8.
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In [4] a design methodolgy is presented for the designer to be able to verify
the fatigue capacity of the corrugated steel plates themselves, the steel plates at
the bolted connections and the bolts. The detail categories presented are based
on testing at KTH, [10]. The test set-up used is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Testing of the fatigue capacity of a bolted connection between two corrugated
steel plates in a laboratory at KTH, Stockholm.

It should be noted that the methodolgy in [4] is developed for Eurocode fatigue loads. It is possible however, to adopt the methodology to other fatigue
load configurations.
Seismic design
In Sweden seismic loads are not considered for bridges. Therefore the design
methodology for flexible culverts used in Sweden does not include seismic
loads. CHBDC on the other hand include seismic loads and a design methodolgy
to verify the structural capacity for such loads.
Sloping terrain
If the terrain where the flexible culvert is to be constructed is sloping terrain,
this need to be taken into consideration when preparing the structural design. In
[4] the slope perpendicular to the conduit has maximum allowed slope of 10%.
The CHBDC does not comment on sloping terrain. The bending moment diagrams in Figure 10 show the effect of increasing this slope to 30%. In addition
the normal forces are increased. A study of the behaviour of flexible culverts in
sloping terrain is presented in [11].
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Figure 100. Bending mooment diagram
m in a pipe arcch culvert at different
d
grounnd slopes.
The left
l hand mom
ment diagram at
a 10% slope. The right hannd moment diaagram
at 30% slopee

Of couurse a slope along the cuulvert is also
o possible. As long as thee culvert is
horizontall, different seections alongg the conduitt should be studied to finnd the most
critical crross section(ss). In a case where the co
onduit itself has a slope in the longitudinal direction possible additioonal forces in
i the conduit should be taken into
account inn the structurral design.
Evaluatin
ng existing structures
s
The allowed
a
live load for a specific stru
ucture may determine
d
thhe allowed
load for a long road stretch.
s
Therefore, load rating
r
of exissting structurres is very
importantt for road adm
ministrationss. A lot of fleexible culverrts have beenn built and
therefore it is importaant that the load rating prrocedure is rational.
r
Speecial cases,
for exampple structures having a very
v
low heig
ght of cover,, need to be taken into
consideration and mayy require speecial investig
gations, see Figure
F
11.

Figure 11. To the left: existing
e
flexibble culvert buiilt in Sweden in the 60s havving a very
low heighht of cover. Thhe Scania trucck to the right was used to measure
m
live looad effects
in the culvert wall.
w
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It can be concluded that design codes need to also include procedures for determining the capacity of existing structures where the input data for the verifications are not always as well-known as for new structures.
High speed trains
Railway lines for high speed trains are getting more common. Bridges in
high speed train lines need to be designed for the type of loads that the highspeed trains impose on the structures. Design methodolgies need to be developed
that enables the designer to verify that the vibrations in the soil-structure system
are kept with-in code requirements. This is true for flexible culverts as well as
for any other bridge type. Studies that aim at developing such methodologies are
presented in [12], see Figure 12.

Figure 12.
High speed trains create ground vibrations. Studying the effect on bridges
is therefore an important research topic also for flexible culverts. To the left full scale
test including measurements of deflections, steel strains and vibrations (structural as well
as in the backfill soil). To the right a FEM-model developed with the purpose of calculating the structural response under high speed train loading, ref. [12].

Large spans
Different sizes of corrugations are allowed in both the Canadian and Swedish design methodologies. Corrugations with greater flexural stiffness, resist
unbalanced forces from construction and live loading and are means to increase
possible spans. It is believed the principles of a soil-structure design methodolgy
are ”continuous” over the full range of corrugation sizes and stiffness without
having to change or add design verifications depending on which corrugation
size is used.
Although the culvert wall bending stiffness is expressed using EI in both the
Canadian and the Swedish design methodolgies, deeper corrugations, being used
in Canada in recent years (an example being the so called UltraCor), have not
been used in Sweden so far.
However, studies are on-going to investigate if this stiffer type of corrugation is also covered by the Swedish design methodology or if some modifications in the structural design methodology are necessary.
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Figure 13. The world’s largest flexible culvert under construction in 2016 with
a span of 25,6 m.

Engineering skills as well as structural design requirements become very important for the development of larger structures. For example the buckling capacity and the soil behaviour at low heights of cover are important topics for
more detailed studies. Load effects from both soil and live loads also need to be
studied carefully.
Summary
Some of the design aspects discussed above are included in Table 1 indicating whether a particular design aspect is covered/included in the Canadian and
Swedish design methodology respectively. Note that the table only give examples of structural design aspects.
Table 1. Some design aspects and the Canadian and Swedish design methodologies.
Design aspect
1
Commonly used conduit shapes/profiles
Beveled ends (cut ends)
Backfill soil
Design soil modulus based on backfill soil
gradation and compaction.
Requirements for min extent of engineered
backfill zone
Requirements for minimum height of cover
Ultimate limit state verifications (i.e. buckling
and plastic hinge formation)
Ultimate limit state verification of the bolted
connections
5
6

Canadian design
methodology
2
Several conduit
profiles included
Covered – guidelines only
Frictional soil only

Swedish design
methodology
3
Several conduit
profiles included
Covered – guidelines only
Frictional soil only

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included

Included5.

Included6

The seam capacity determined by testing checked against the shear forces created by the normal force.
Checked for the shear and tension and the combined shear and tension created by the normal forces and
the bending moments according to Eurocode principles.
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1
Serviceability limit state verification (on-set of
yielding) during backfilling and under service loads.
Fatigue verification procedure
Verification for seismic loads
Sloping terrain
Existing structures, load rating
Backfill soil load
Road live load
Railway load (not high speed trains)
High speed train design methodology
Avalanche load
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2
Indirectly included

3
Included

Covered – guidelines
only
Included
Not covered
Not covered
Included
Included
Not included
Not covered
Not covered

Included
Not included
Not covered
Covered
Included
Included
Included
Not covered
Not covered

3. Conclusions
The structural design methods for flexible culverts used in bridge codes in
Canada and Sweden are based on the same general ring-compression principle.
In addition, the principles in the so called Soil Culvert Interaction methodology
are included in both codes. Similarly, the corrugated wall buckling capacity is
based on the same general principle. Finally, the stiffness of the surrounding
engineered frictional soil is expressed as a function of the soil gradation and
degree of compaction. Both the CHBDC and SDM contain design approaches
that have produced well performing soil-steel structures.
Both bridge codes allow for different conduit profiles. An important difference between the design methodologies is that while the Swedish method includes all the defined conduit profiles in the same general procedure the Canadian code has slightly different procedures for different conduit profiles.
Different sizes of corrugations are allowed in both CHBDC and SDM. Although the culvert wall bending stiffness is expressed using EI in both the Canadian and the Swedish code, so called deeper corrugations, being used in Canada
in recent years, have not been used in Sweden so far. However, studies are ongoing to investigate if also this stiffer type of corrugation is covered by the present methodology or if some modifications in the structural design methodology
are necessary.
It is concluded that there are differences in the design requirements in Canada and Sweden. Furthermore design requirements in some cases are formulated
differently and some structural design aspects are covered by one code but not
the other. Examples of this being fatigue (covered by the Swedish code but not
the Canadian), seismic (covered by the Canadian code but not the Swedish) and
design for railway load (covered by the Swedish code but not the Canadian).
None of the codes cover the effect of sloping terrain over the structure or highspeed train loading.
Both codes were developed aiming at covering most design situations. However, there are still gaps that need to be filled. Research on-going in both Canada
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and Sweden further advancing the knowledge in the flexible culvert structure is
aimed towards covering these gaps (for example high speed train loading) making the flexible culvert a viable option for most bridge sites.
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